The Great (Gatsby) Game
How to play
You must use wits and cunning to keep your belongings safe, get the right combination of evidence,
and hard cash to sway the public’s opinion of Gatsby. Your identity may be seen as a weapon or a
handicap. Be careful who you share information with; you may not know who is allied with whom.
Some characters have evidence. Some don’t. You may choose to win alone or with an alliance. There
are several opportunities to aquire a skill cards, so be sure to check the challenges page. You don’t have
to join with an alliance to win. Good luck, Old Sport!

Ways to win:
The Mafia:
Bank Documents
Phone Record
Rent Notice
An Invoice
$2500

The Law:
A photograph
Collection of love letters
Pearls
Tom’s Butler Testimony
$500

The Press:
A collection of love letters
Photograph
Tom’s Butler Testimony
Rent Notice
$1200

The Socialites:
A collection of love letters
Pearls
Dog Leash
Rent Notice
$1800

The Solo Route:
You must have any combination of the starred pieces of evidence and $600.

Alliances and Player Types

Evidence

There are four types of alliance and players.
Some characters are given a bank based on
their ability to run/join an alliance others start
from scratch.
Press - starts with $100
Mafia - starts with $700
Detective - starts with $0
Socialite - Starts with $300
Free Agent- starts with $200

A collection of love letters*
A photograph*
An invoice
Rent Notice*
Bank Documents*
Pearls
Phone Record*
Dog Leash
Tom’s Butler Testimony*

Skill Cards
Skill cards are earned, old boy. You must suceed at any of the challenges that come your way!

Sneak

Locate

Locate

Locate

You may look at
another player's
post box. To play
this card, present
to the postmaster.

You may know the
location of one
piece of evidence
currently in play.

You may either
rob a player of up
to $500 or take
something from
their post box.

One player must
reveal to you their
alliance OR their
identity to you.

This card may be used once.

This card may be used once.

This card may be used once.

This card may be used once.

